Our company offers international multi-modal transportation services under the Arrow International brand name. Maritime transportation is the backbone of our services. Through Arrow International, we handle not only LCL and FCL cargo but also break bulk cargo such as large or heavyweight packages, making full use of our global network.

Nippon Express’ ocean transportation intermediary subsidiary company, Arrow International, is a fully licensed non-vessel operating common carrier (NVOCC). It issues its own door-to-door bill of lading for FCL and LCL shipments. Arrow International specializes in consolidating small sized shipments into economical units: to and from markets within Asia, between Asia and the Americas and between Asia and Europe.

CUSTOMS BONDED FACILITIES [CFS, FTZ] are in compliance with all government regulations and our global quality management system disciplines.

C-TPAT CERTIFIED [CONSOLIDATOR AND BROKERAGE OPERATION NETWORK]

INTRA-ASIA NVOCC SERVICE BENEFITS Nippon Express combines these sailings with CFS and cross-docking services in key Asian manufacturing points to support tightly scheduled just-in-time manufacturing operations. For companies with Asian supply chains extending to multiple countries, Nippon Express can rapidly move components in FCL or LCL quantities from supplier locations to manufacturing plants, and even directly to production lines.

USA CROSS-DOCK OPERATIONS At a key Nippon Express CFS location serving the West Coast ports, inbound containers are de-consolidated, shipments customs cleared and items cross-docked into expedited trucks. Hot inbound shipments, even in LCL quantities can be expedited directly to customers circumventing normal distribution ‘hubs’ on the railroad system for the fastest possible delivery to any point in the U.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL CARRIER MANAGEMENT  Nippon Express manages container movements on every major trade lane in the world. It handles large volumes of full container loads (FCL) and small shipments in less than container loads (LCL), all with door-to-door service that is tracked in real time.

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDING  As a licensed ocean transportation intermediary, Nippon Express applies professional care in the assessment of the commercial order and takes charge of your freight from logistics planning through pre-shipment documentation, to tendering your shipment with the domestic and international carrier, to final place of delivery.

DOCUMENTATION SERVICES AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE  In its role as a freight forwarder, Nippon Express prepares all necessary export, trade and transportation documents, and it makes sure all regulatory and security requirements are complied with.

USA CONTAINER FREIGHT STATIONS  Nippon Express maintains a network of bonded Container Freight Stations (CFS) at key points across the U.S. for consolidating export and de-consolidating import FCL shipments.

NIPPON EXPRESS CONTAINER FREIGHT STATION NETWORK  offers our clients around the globe a quality driven secure environment for handling their products and ensuring inventory management is under the control of the same company.

GLOBAL NVOCC OPERATION NETWORK  with over 100 trade lanes serviced each week with scheduled departures and arrivals.